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Abstract

This document utilizes software-defined network (SDN) to propose a cross-site live VM migration scheme in layer 3 environment. The architecture and main components are described in detail. The components include central controller, local controller, gateway and virtual switch, which are in charge of cross-site communication management, in-site network configuration, inter-site connection and VM address resolution respectively. This scheme can implement layer 3 cross-site VM migration without using complex mechanism.
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1. Introduction

The support of Virtual Machine (VM) mobility is an important feature of nvo3. This document describes a VM live migration scheme which addresses several network related issues of this problem. The scheme mainly concerns VM live migration between different data centers, especially the ones with different subnets. As for live migration of VM, it is defined as the mobility of VM while retaining the VM’s addresses and communication status.

The scheme in this document utilizes SDN to control and configure data center network. SDN’s global network view and flexible forwarding control make it possible to quickly change routing and provide peer to peer forwarding which enables cross-subnet connection. These features help simplify the scheme.
2. Conventions used in this document

2.1. Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC-2119 [RFC2119].

In this document, these words will appear with that interpretation only when in ALL CAPS. Lower case uses of these words are not to be interpreted as carrying RFC-2119 significance.

2.2. Definitions

live migration: VM can keep communication while migration.

flow: forwarding rules configured in switches.

host: physical machine which hosts VMs and virtual switch.
3. Scheme Architecture
The scheme architecture is shown in figure 1. VMs are interconnected by intra data center network, which is controlled by local SDN controller. All SDN controllers in different data center are connected with central SDN controller, which is in charge of cross-site VM migration. Cross-site migration process is invoked by central SDN controller. Central SDN controller stores VMs’ location and communication information, using this information, it can calculate which data centers are involved in the migration process and the job types each data center needs to handle, e.g. setting up migration path, changing routing. After calculation, central controller notices the involved local controllers to configure each intra data center network to complete the migration process.

4. Component Detail

4.1. Central SDN Controller

Central SDN controller is in charge of cross-site communication. It needs to store information like VMs’ location and communication pairs, and to have the ability to calculate and dispatch the configuration jobs.

Central SDN controller do not need to configure the network devices by itself, this work is done by local controllers. The central controller only needs to notice the involved local controller its job type and configuration parameters.

Job types include setting up migration path and changing routing. Setting up migration path refers to connect the source host and the destination host before copying the VM’s disk and memory, it involves intra and inter data center connection configuration. Changing routing means to calculate and configure the changed routing path caused by VM migration. This work can be conducted during the migration process to minimize the service down time.

Setting up migration path needs parameters like source host, source data center, VM IP and MAC addresses, destination host and destination data center. Central controller divides the connection configuration into three parts, source host to source data center gateway, source data center gateway to destination data center gateway and destination data center gateway to destination host and respectively notices the source and destination data centers’ local controllers to configure the switches and gateways.
Changing routing needs parameters like VM IP and MAC addresses and virtual network (VN) ID. Central controller needs to search its database to find VMs of the same VN belongs to which data centers and then notices the data centers’ local controller to calculate and modify the flows related to the migrating VM.

4.2. Local SDN Controller

Local SDN controller is in charge of the network configuration issues. Each local controller controls the physical network (include physical switches, virtual switches, gateway, etc.) of the data center it belongs to. Local controller should have at least two functions: network configuration and communication with central controller. Network configuration function mainly manages the forwarding logic of the data center, more specifically, it manages network virtualization, communication within VNs and communication between different data centers.

Network virtualization can be realized by setting VLAN, classifying MAC address, etc. The way to virtualize the network is not specified in this document, different data centers can even implement network virtualization in different ways as long as VMs in different data centers, but of the same VN can communicate with each other.

Communication within VNs function can be provided by classical forwarding methods, like MAC-learning, OSPF, etc. These methods should be implemented as controller modules which can automatically set up the route. Cross-site forwarding is like intra-site forwarding in most aspects, if the local controller identifies a certain communication as cross-site communication, it should forward the packets to gateway and notices the central controller to configure the relative data center’s local controller to set up the remaining path. After receiving the notice from central controller, the other local controller needs to forward the packets from gateway to its destination VM.

Communication between different data centers is implemented by inserting NAT flows to the gateways of the involved data centers. Gateways should have one or more public IPs, if a flow is identified as a cross-site flow, central controller assigns a source public IP, destination public IP and TCP port tuple as the flow’s ID. After that, the central controller notices the local controllers to insert NAT flows to the gateways. At the source gateway, the NAT flow replaces the packets’ source IP, MAC addresses with the gateway’s addresses, replaces the TCP port with the assigned port number, and replaces the packets’ destination IP, MAC addresses with the destination gateway’s addresses. At the destination gateway, the NAT flow does the reverse.
process and recovers the packets’ headers. If VM’s status is changed or the flow is no longer needed, central controller should notice the local controllers to delete the flows and release the TCP port.

4.3. Gateway

Gateway’s main function is to support inter data center communication and user to VM’s communication. Inter data center communication’s process is explained in 4.2. User to VM’s communication’s process is almost the same but only involves one gateway.

One data center can deploy one or more gateways to balance the load, or even one gateway per VN per data center to simplify the VN implementation. To support NAT flows, gateway should support packet header modification action of at least MAC, IP, and TCP fields.

4.4. Virtual Switch

Virtual switches are usually deployed at the host server in which the VMs nest. As the last hop of the whole network, virtual switches provide not only the basic forwarding function but also the address resolution function. After migration, VM is usually in a different subnet, which can impede the normal address resolution process. To avoid this, virtual switches need to identify all ARP packets and upload them to the local controller to process them. With the ARP packets, local controller can recognize the destination VM and set up the forwarding path accordingly. After that, it can reply the source VM with the destination VM’s MAC address and the source VM can start communication.

5. Migration Process

This section describes the timeline of the migration process. The whole migration process is divided into three parts: pre-migration, migration and post-migration.
Figure 2 Pre-migration Phase
Pre-migration Phase

Pre-migration phase has one main object, which is to set up the routing path for image copy. This object is fulfilled by three steps: 
First, central SDN controller receives the migration request, which contains the VM’s IP address and the destination host name, then the central controller queries the VM’s MAC address, source and destination data centers’ local controllers’ addresses. After the query, the central controller deploys the forwarding job to the involved local controllers. Second, the local controllers set up the path from host to gateway. And last, the local controllers configure the gateway to connect the two data centers. The NAT parameters are provided by the central controller within the job request.

![Diagram of Migration Phase]

Migration Phase

In migration phase, hypervisors conduct the VM migration process. During this time, the SDN controllers can calculate and configure the route changes caused by migration to minimize the VM’s service down...
time. In order not to disturb the ongoing communication, in this phase, only the flows which do not impact the service are added or updated. Other flows are updated after migration is completed.

---

**Figure 4 Post-migration Phase**

---
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This phase mainly does some clean work, including deleting disk copy flows, release NAT resources, etc. Besides these, some route changes need to be configured after the VM migration to avoid unnecessary service down (like ingress and egress flows).

6. Security Considerations

This requirements document does not raise in itself any specific security issues.

7. IANA Considerations

IANA does not need to take any action for this draft.

8. Conclusions

This document proposes a scheme for layer 3 cross-site VM live migration and describes its architecture, main components and process phases.

9. References
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